Consent to the Processing of Personal Data
By leaving their personal data on the website http://sudomawood.com/ (hereinafter, the “Website”), the User accepts
this Consent to the Processing of Personal Data (hereinafter, “Consent”). Acting freely, by their own will and in their
own interests, and confirming their legal competence, the User gives their consent LLC Lesozavod Sudoma (Taxpayer
Identification Number (INN) 6004004293) (hereinafter, the “Company”), located at the address 182710 Pskov region,
Dedovichi district, Dedovichi village, Kommunarov str., 16 to the processing of their personal data under the following
conditions.

1. The User freely, by their own will and in their own interests, gives their consent to the Company to process their
personal data.

2. This Consent is granted for the processing of personal data both with and without the use of automated means.
3. The composition of processed personal data:
3.1 Data subject to protection under The Russian Federal Law 152-FZ “On Personal Data”.
3.2 Information constituting personal data is any information relating directly or indirectly to a specific or
identifiable individual (the personal data subject), including, but not limited to, last name, first name, middle
name, email address, contact telephone number, date of birth, region, city, place of work (organisation),
position.

4. The Company guarantees the confidentiality of the personal data that is provided to it. The Company shall take all
measures necessary to protect the User’s personal data against unauthorised access or disclosure.

5. The purposes of processing personal data:
-

to provide the User with services through the Website;
to send notifications on services provided through the Website;
to send news about the Company;
to prepare and send responses to the User’s queries;
to send information about Company events;
to send information about the Company’s products and services.

6. The basis for processing personal data: Article 24 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation, Article 6 of Federal
Law 152-FZ “On Personal Data” and this Consent to the processing of personal data.

7. The processing of personal data involves the following procedures to which the User gives their consent:
collection, systematisation, accumulation, storage, modification (updating, revision), use, depersonalisation,
destruction and any other procedures provided for by the applicable legislation of the Russian Federation, both
with and without automated means.

8. This Consent to the Processing of Personal Data may be withdrawn at the request of the personal data subject by
sending a request to the address indicated in this Consent, or by email if the address is provided on the Website.

9. This Consent shall be valid until the processing of personal data is discontinued in accordance with the
conditions indicated in Clause 8 of this Consent.

